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Title: “Orcrist”

Handout: Orcrist

• Write answers to these questions next to sword. Ch. III-IV)
• Who wields it? Who made it? Where was it made? What do elves call it?
What do goblins call it?
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Title: “Glamdring”

Handout: Glamdring

• Write answers to these questions next to sword. (Ch. III-IV)
• Who wields it? Who made it? Where was it made? What do elves call it?
What do goblins call it?
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In the Hilt is Fame – Page 1

29

In the Hilt is Fame – Page 2

30

HANDOUT: Sting
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HANDOUT: Bilbo and the Great Spider

TITLE: Barrels Out of Bond
Write a fictional scene about riding inside a barrel, inspired by Chapter IX.
Be descriptive and use sensory detail.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

INTRO: Who are you? Why are you in the barrel? Mood? Tone? Setting?
SMELL: What is or was in your barrel? Smells?
TOUCH: What does the barrel feel like? The water?
SIGHT: What does it look like inside and outside the barrel?
TASTE: Can you taste the water? Is there food in the barrel?
HEARING: What do you hear when you’re going down the river?

Length: Bottom of p. 33. If you need more space, you may continue on p. 34.

Title: Bilbo's Boast

41
43
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Highlight in your book 8 kennings that Bilbo uses to describe himself on pages 204-205.
“You may indeed… …Bilbo beginning to be pleased with his riddling.”
List all nine in your notebook. (Numbered list)

Title: Smaug's Boast
Write out Smaug’s Boast from page 207: “I kill where I wish… …and my breath death!”

Title: Smaug's Titles
Find the four titles that Bilbo gives Smaug (204-208). Highlight the titles in your book.
List the titles in your notebook. Include the page numbers.
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Title: The Heart of the Mountain

49

Title: My Precious

51

Title: Wealth and Greed

What effect does the Arkenstone have on Thorin, Bilbo, and the Elvenking? (Chapters XII, XIII, XVI)

To Thorin, the Arkenstone is the greatest treasure. What is your most valued possession and why? (1 paragraph)

Find 5 bible verses about wealth, greed, or possessions. Write them out with the reference.

53 Handout: “The Desolation of the Dragon”

